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Your all-in-one guide to Adobe's new Creative Cloud  Packed with more than a thousand pages of

content, Adobe Creative Cloud All-in-One For Dummies is exactly what you need to get your head

in the Creative Cloud. Written by designers for designers, this book is filled with useful information

and expert instruction that spans eight minibooks to help you get started with Adobe Creative Cloud,

InDesign CC, Illustrator CC, Photoshop CC, Acrobat XI, Dreamweaver CC, Flash Professional CC,

and Fireworks CC. You'll learn the latest graphic design and web developmentÃ‚Â tools, tricks, and

techniques; watch your productivity explode; and unleash your creative genius with this valuable

resource.  Helps print, web, and mobile media professionals get the very most out of the latest

features and techniques available in Adobe Creative Cloud Provides beginners with design basics

while providing the depth of coverage sought by more experienced design professionals Covers the

key features and tools inÃ‚Â seven of Adobe's most popular Creative Cloud applications (InDesign,

Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, Flash Professional, and Fireworks) plus a minibook

dedicated to Creative Cloud basics  From 3D images and vivid illustrations to dynamic web pages

and interactive effects, this comprehensive guide shows you how to do it all!
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8 books in 1  Adobe Creative Cloud Basics InDesignÃ‚Â® CC IllustratorÃ‚Â® CC PhotoshopÃ‚Â®

CC AcrobatÃ‚Â® XI DreamweaverÃ‚Â® CC FlashÃ‚Â® Professional CC FireworksÃ‚Â® CC  Get

your head into the Creative Cloud and learn to use the new Adobe applications Whether you're



meeting the Adobe creative applications for the first time or upgrading to Creative Cloud from an

earlier version, here's just what you need to get up to speed. Get an overview of the entire family of

tools first, go straight to the minibook on the one you'll use most, or explore the tools one by one

&#151; and free your creative genius!  Welcome to my cloud &#151; get familiar with cloud-based

access, storage, and collaboration Paging InDesign &#151; see how to design simple page layouts,

import text, and create illustrations with InDesign Illustrator magic &#151; use type creatively and

work with layers, filters, and effects in Illustrator Go Photoshopping &#151; sharpen up images for

print or the web and explore new Photoshop 3D options The nimble Acrobat &#151; learn Acrobat's

new features and how to use PDFs for sharing, editing, and document delivery Oh, Dreamweaver

&#151; use it with CSS to build sharp-looking, interactive websites Add some Flash &#151; develop

interactive animations and use Edge to enable them on mobile devices Watch for Fireworks &#151;

create cool rollover effects and animations for your website with Fireworks  Open the book and find: 

Menus and commands common to all the tools Tips on creating digital documents Ways to use

Illustrator images Cool new features in Photoshop Steps for securing PDF files Advice on creating

CSS layouts How to control Flash movies with ActionScript Secrets for creating effective animations

Jennifer Smith is Vice President of American Graphics Institute and the author of numerous books

on Adobe products. Christopher Smith is President of AGI and the author of several books in

Wiley's Digital Classroom series. Jen DeHaan is a freelance writer and editor who has also worked

for Adobe. Fred Gerantabee is an Emmy award-winning interactive designer, web developer, and

author.

The book is a good basic introduction but does not cover all the tools in Creative Cloud. It does not

cover the lesser known programs like Edge and Muse. If you want an introduction to the major

programs like Photoshop and Illustrator it is fine. Just do not expect too much detailed, in depth

information.

Just what I needed. Much of it is over my head but it gave me the basic information I was looking

for. Someday I maybe able to understand the rest as well.

I've also ordered the individual CD's of the programs, to work alongside the book. I believe it'll be

EXACTLY what I was looking for, not quite hand-holding, but also not way over my head

descriptions of how to work it. Am actually excited to start on it.



Very helpful! I've owned a number of the "For Dummies" series books, including the first one "DOS

for Dummies" (which should give you some idea of how old I am!), and they do not disappoint.

Arrived on time and in good condition. A great reference book for almost every Adobe product. A

must have if you're just getting starting.

Excellent book. It has everything I needed to learn how to use the tools.

Very good general resource book for Adobe Creative Cloud products. Not for you if you are looking

for depth on any specific topic.

Well organized and an enormous amount of material...actually, I was too dumb for this book.

However, it helped me out of difficult areas and seems to have covered all the problem spots

thoroughly. A great buy, too.
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